
Investment strategy:  equity, sub-debt

Investment objective:  aims to generate consistent yearly returns through investing into the projects with
   long term off-take agreements, proven technology and strong contractor guarantees

Primary investment focus:  renewable energy projects

   - PV solar plants

   - Wind farms

   - Small hydro power plants

   - Waste-to-energy facilities

   - Combined heat & power production

   - Biogas power plants

   - Biomass facilities

Region Focus:  CEE

Fund structure:
open ended qualifi ed
investors fund

ISIN:
CZ0008474053

Inception:
29th January 2013

AUM:
EUR 21,335 mil.EUR

Strategy capacity:
170 mil. EUR

Base currency share class:
EUR

Available currency share classes:
EUR, CZK

Administrator: 
AVANT investiční společnost a.s.

Custodian:
Československá obchodní banka, a.s.

Investment Advisor:
Arca Capital

Minimum Initial subscription:
EUR 125,000

Additional subscription:
EUR 10 000

Dealing day:
First working day in a month

Subscriptions:
monthly

Redemptions:
Quarterly, 90 days period of notice

Lock-up period:
12 months

Target return:
8-9 % p.a. net of fees

Volatility
0,82%

Sharpe Ratio
8,45

FEES
Up-front Fee:
max. 3% (over 250 000 not applied)

Management Fee:
1,95%

Performance Fee:
30% over 11% threshold

Fund Description Fund

Manager commentary as 30th of June 2014

June 2014

NOVA Green Energy Open-Ended Fund of AVANT investiční společnost, a.s.
                          

EUR denominated / Price as of 30th of June 2014 EUR 0,1059 per share

Portfolio:

Portfolio Performance in June has achieved positive 0,47% m-t-m result. The fund performance heads towards achieving
8-9% p.a. planned yield performance net of management fees. 

2014 half-year actual vs energetic audit planned production of the assets, has reached positive +9% overproduction.

In June the pipeline of the fund for upcoming 3rd - 4th Quarter 2014, was confi rmed to account for 20 MW of diverse
solar, biomass and co-generationnprojects in Czech and Slovak republic.

Investors:

Distribution process of the Fund shares continues in both Slovak and Czech republic. Supported by the fact that
the performance of the fund is easy to forecast and not infl uenced by any issues comming from the share and bond
markets.
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 Fund performance *

           year         I.            II.           III.            IV.            V.            VI.          VII.          VIII.          IX.          X.           XI.          XII.             yearly **           

share price                EUR   2013        -             -              -              -               -          0,0991    0,1001    0,1011    0,1017    0,1020    0,1025     0,1029      
           2014    0,1033    0,1037    0,1042    0,1048    0,1054     0,1059  

performance                %      2013        -             -              -             -               -               -          1,01%     1,00%     0,59%     0,29%     0,49%     0,49%      7,67%       

                             2014    0,39%     0,39%     0,48%     0,58%     0,57%     0,47%           5,75%

* net of Sponzor and Investment manager fees
** annualized performance



Disclaimer

Source: This material is confi dential and is intended solely for the use of the person or persons to whom it is given or sent and may not be reproduced,
copied or given, in whole or in part, to any other person. 

It is aimed at sophisticated, professional, eligible, institutional and/or qualifi ed  investors who have the knowledge and fi nancial  sophistication to understand
and bear the risks associated with the investments described herein. 

Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be solely relied on in making an investment or other decision. It is
not an invitation to subscribe and is by way of information only. Shares are not available for sale in any state or jurisdiction in which such sale would be
prohibited. Investors should only rely on the fund’s offering documents when making a decision on whether to invest in the fund.

The price of Shares may go down as well as up and the price will depend on fl uctuations in fi nancial markets outside NOVA fund’s control, as a result an
investor may not get back the amount invested. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 

Reference to a security is not a recommendation to buy or sell that security. Holdings and allocations are subject to change. Prices quoted refer to accumulation
Shares unless otherwise stated. Historic data may be subject to restatement from time to time. 
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Contact details Dealing

Fund performace - cummulative as of 6/2013 – not annualized
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Mgr. Ing. Pavel Doležal LL.M.
BoD Chairman

+420 724 474 960

Ing. Juraj Dvořak
Investment Committee Chairman

+421 905 666 369

AVANT investiční společnost, a.s.
Koněvova 2660/141 

130 83 Praha 3
www.avantfunds.cz
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On its website, the European Commission published the EU manual
- Energy in Figures 2014. It is based on the latest data available from
Eurostat, the European Environment Agency (EEA), the International
Energy Agency (IEA), and the internal data of the European Commission
from 1995 to 2012.

According to the overall review of the world energy production, EU countries
generate only 6.1% of world energy. The biggest driver of the world is China
with 18.4%, followed by countries in the Middle East - 13.5%, United States
of America - 13.5%, Asia (other than China) - 10.6% and Russia with 10%.

It is interesting, however, to compare the EU and China. From 1995 to 2011,
the EU slightly decreased its energy production, but in the same period,
China more than doubled it. The statistics clearly show the trend of the use
of various energy sources. In general, energy consumption is increasing.

Electricity generation from fossil fuels is growing

In the period of 1995-2011, production of electricity from petroleum decreased,
while the use of solid fuels and renewable energy sources grew. The biggest
growth was recorded in solar energy and wind energy production that increased
by more than 5000% from 10TWh (terawatt hours) to 505TWh. The production
of energy from biofuels and waste also grew from 133TWh to 422TWh.

In the first three types of electricity production is the production from solid
fuels, gas and renewable energy sources, and nuclear energy was ranked
as fourth. In the EU, the trend in the production of green energy is the same.
In the period from 1990 to 2012, the production of electricity using renewable
sources doubled, while nuclear power plants slightly decreased their production
of electricity and solid fuels.

Even the trend of the production of thermal energy is similar. EU generates
it from gas (47.2%) and solid fuels (39.1%). The thermal power production
from renewable sources doubled, and vice versa, its production from petroleum
fell more twice.

Greenhouse gas emissions are rising in China

The production of greenhouse gas emissions varies a lot in development
in the EU and China. While in Europe the emission production decreased
from 4062 million tonnes of CO2 per year in 1995 to 3846 million tonnes
of CO2 in 2011, in China, there is the opposite trend.

From 3085 million tonnes they crossed the level of 8 million tonnes CO2
and according to statistics, 24.9% of the world emissions of CO2 is generated
by China. It is thus the largest emitter of CO2 in the world.

Slovakia produces relatively little amount of “green” energy

In the informative table of the energy mix of the EU countries, Slovakia
is somewhere in the middle, but still consumes too little amount of green
energy (less than 10% of total consumption). And just The aim of the EU

The Commission published a report on the energy sector in Europe

and its Framework for 2020 is to increase the green energy consumption
ratio.

According to the national energy mix, the best are Nordic countries, Austria
and Latvia. Malta, Luxembourg, the UK, Cyprus and surprisingly the Netherlands
were the worst. Similar results as Slovakia reached the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Belgium. Energy mixes in EU Member States differ.


